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Introduction
Software tools, from editors and compilers to software engineering environments, which are integrated collections of different tools, have been developed and used from the very early days of software engineering [4] . As software systems are becoming larger and more complex, selecting the right tools and environments is critical to the quality and speed of developing these systems [6] . In this paper, we introduce a new collaborative environment "Integrare", which can be used throughout multiple phases in the software design cycle, such as requirement engineering, simulation, formal specification, and model checking.
Integrare is built to support the Behavior Tree (BT) design method [1] , which is a process that constructs a component-based software design from the system's functional requirements. This process is a systematic method for translating informal natural language functional requirements into a formal Behavior Tree representation, in a straightforward and traceable manner. Validation of the system model is one of the most important tasks in developing software that meets the client's needs, and Integrare supports this in a rigorous manner by including simulation and model checking facilities, in contrast to many commercially available modeling tools based on UML [23] - [26] and requirement engineering tools [27] - [29] . The first version, which has been released for internal testing, includes the following functions:
Visio-styled user interface for drawing Behavior Trees. A collaborative (multi-user) working mode. Behavior Tree integration. A Requirement Translation Assistant (RTA).
Simulation. Translation of Behavior Trees to SAL for model checking. One of the principles of Integrare (the word "integrare" means "to make a whole" in Latin) is to build a solid core where new functionality can be integrated easily. Future versions of the tool will incorporate features including composition trees, fuzzy logic Behavior Trees, direct code generators, and software change and evolution analysis functions. Integrare also provides a collaborative working mode that is essential for managing large teams of people working with complex systems [33] .
The targeted users for this tool are the researchers as well as designers and developers in software industry. Therefore, performance, usability, reliability and extendibility are major concerns of the tool. As such, Integrare was developed using C++, employing Visual Studio [20] and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) [21] for the development environment and libraries. Since drawing and editing graphics is one of the critical requirements for the tool, we use XD++ [22] as the library to support graphical editing. The architecture is a hybrid of model-view [32] and eventdriven [31] architectures.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we briefly introduce the Behavior Tree design process and notations. The architecture and GUI are described in section 3, and from section 4 to section 7, we present four major features of the tool, which are its collaborative working mode, the requirement translation assistant, simulation, and SAL translation. Related work is discussed in section 8.
The Behavior Tree design approach
The Behavior Tree (BT) approach is a software design process that constructs a component-based software design from the system's functional requirements. This process is a systematic method for translating informal natural language functional requirements into a formal Behavior Tree representation, in a straightforward and traceable manner [1] [7] . The constructed Behavior Trees can be used to support different stages and different aspects of software engineering such as requirements engineering [11] , architecture and component design, software change [3] , architecture normalization [2] , model checking [9] safety [13] , reliability issues [10] , verification [14] and simulation.
Compared with UML, independent researchers find that the lack of precise [39] , formal [35] and unambiguous [36] semantic models is one of the major difficulties in checking the consistency between different UML diagrams [37] , translating UML into formal languages [38] , and simulating UML models [39] . In contrast, the formal semantics of the BT notation has been stressed from the beginning; a formal semantic language Behavior Tree Specific Language (BTSL) has been developed (not yet published), and a BT can be automatically translated into formal languages such as CSP [9] and SAL [10] , and described by a metamodel [8] . Even though a BT is a formal specification, unlike formal languages such as CSP, SAL or B notation [40] , the flowchart-styled graphic notation of BT can be easily understood by non-experts. Therefore, the BT notation has both advantages as a formal language with precise semantics so it can be mechanically checked, analyzed and simulated, as well as a soft and casual modeling [5] that non-technical stakeholders find appealing.
The BT approach also provides a systematic way to transform the natural language described user requirements into component-based designs, in contrast to approaches based on UML use case diagrams, PLUSS [41] , or interdependency graphs (SIG) [42] . The transformation process follows three steps [1] . Firstly, each individual functional requirement is translated into one or more corresponding Requirement Behavior Tree(s) (RBT). This process, aided by tools such as the RTA (see section 5), is focused on traceability and preserving the intention of the natural language requirements. Secondly, the RBTs are integrated into a Design Behavior Tree (DBT). The DBT may be validated by the client, both by-hand and with the aid of a visual simulation tool. The DBT may also be model-checked to formally verify that it fulfills safety or performance requirements. Finally design diagrams are projected out from the DBT to guide the implementation. (The BT approach also includes elements such as Composition Trees and Structure Trees [12] , but these are beyond the scope of this paper.)
We now demonstrate the BT process using a simple car-light system example (for a real world example, which had more than one thousand requirements, see [12] ). The system includes three requirements:
• R1: When a car approaches the light, the driver checks the light.
• R2: If the light is red, the driver brakes and the car will stop.
• R3: If the light is green, the driver proceeds. The first step is to translate each requirement into the corresponding Requirement Behavior Tree (RBT). The three RBTs translated from the three requirements are shown in Figure 1 . Each box in a BT, referred to as a node, represents a component exhibiting some behavior. After the behavior has completed, control is passed to the node's child nodes, which are connected by arrows. The node consists of a component name, a behavior label and a requirement tag used for traceability. For example, the top node in the first RBT in Figure 1 has the requirement tag "R1", the component name "CAR" and the behavior "ApproachLight". The symbols surrounding the behavior label indicate the behavior type. This example uses three common behavior types. The second step is to integrate individual RBTs into one design behavior tree (DBT). The root node of an RBT can be treated as its precondition. If a matching node is found in another RBT, the precondition has been realized, so the first RBT can be integrated at the matching point. For example, both the RBT R2 and R3 have the root behavior of "Driver [CheckLight]", which exists in RBT R1, so R2 and R3 can be integrated with R1. The RBTs R2 and R3 are placed in different branches, indicating that the control may flow to either branch. The integrated DBT is shown in Figure 2 .
If an RBT cannot be integrated into the DBT, it may indicate that there are errors in the translation, or that there are defects in the requirements [11] . For example, if the RBT of R2 was directly translated from the requirements, the initial behavior should be "LIGHT ?IsRed?". Consequently, it will not be possible to integrate the RBT with the others. However, based on the context, we understand the implied behavior should be "DRIVER [CheckLight]".
The DBT may now be graphically validated by using simulation to observe the control flow of the system and the states the components move through. In a richer model which includes real-time constraints, properties regarding the length of time a driver stays at a red light, etc., may be model checked.
The third step is to project out three different types of design diagrams from the DBT [1] : a component interaction network (CIN), which shows the relationship between components in a system and represents a view of component architecture, and component behavior trees (CBT) and component interface diagrams (CID), which are views of an individual component. All these views together represent a component level design of the system. The CIN of the car-light system and the CBT and CID of the "DRIVER" component are shown in Figure 3 . 
Architecture and the GUI
The architecture of Integrare is shown in Figure 4 . The most important part of the architecture is the central component, the "data manager", which serves as the hub connecting different parts of the tool.
The architecture can be described from two different aspects. One is the static aspect that focuses on the composition and structure of the architecture; from this aspect, the architecture is similar to a modelview architecture [32] . The other aspect is more dynamic, describing the runtime working flows of the system; from this aspect, the architecture is like an event-driven architecture [31] .
The model-view architecture includes two major parts: the data model and the views. The data model holds the application data and provides interfaces to query and modify the data, while the views are collections of ways to present the data stored in the data model. In the event-driven architecture, all the runtime operations should be consequences of events.
In Integrare, the data manager includes 6 sub components: "event handler", "data query", "data operation", "action recorder", "action generator" and "data consistency". The "data operation" is the only component that can directly access the raw data; the "data query" is the public interface for other components such as "BTSL translator" and "SAL translator" to query the data of the system. The only way to modify the data is to post events to the "event handler". An event can be triggered from the GUI, other systems or the server, which synchronizes events on multiple clients. When the "event handler" receives an event, it will pass the event to the "action generator"; with the help of the "data consistency", the "action generator" may generate a sequence of actions; these actions will be recorded by the "action recorder" into the action history and also executed by the "data operation" to modify the data. The component "action history" records the completed sequence of the executed actions. Not only can this information be used to reproduce the data images of a system in all the different stages, but it can also help to study the evolution of a system. 
Collaborative Mode
Collaborative mode is very important for designing large software systems, because large systems usually require a team of people to work on the same project at the same time. This is particularly important in the first two phases of the BT design approach, allowing many people to work concurrently on translating and integrating requirements in real-time, sharing information and avoiding the time-consuming task of merging information.
To meet the requirement of high responsiveness in the Internet (slow network) environment, replicated architecture is adopted in Integrare. Shared documents are replicated at the local storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local sites immediately and then propagated to remote sites. However, concurrent editing in the replicated architecture may cause three kinds of inconsistency problems [34] : (1) causality violation: operations may arrive and be executed out of their natural cause-effect order, causing confusion to both the system and the user; (2) divergence: operations may arrive and be executed at different sites in different orders, resulting in divergent final document states at different sites; and (3) intention violation: the actual execution effect of an operation may be different from the intention of this operation. Moreover, in collaborative Integrare, many constraints must be maintained automatically.
For instance, concurrent modifications to a design document must satisfy the BT specification; in the user interface, tree-structure constraints must be maintained for each Behavior Tree representation, etc.
To achieve causality preservation, vector logical clock timestamping [33] is used in Integrare to capture the causal relationships among operations and to selectively delay some dependent operations if they arrive out of causal ordering.
It is obvious that if operations are executed in the same order at each collaborating site, convergence is guaranteed. This is the key idea behind the serialization strategy, which ensures that the effect of executing a group of concurrent operations is the same as if the operations are executed in the same order at all sites by using an undo/redo scheme. However, it is unnecessary that concurrent operations must be executed in the same order at each site to achieve convergence. For example, two concurrent operations are generated at the same document state, one resizing object G, the other updating the color of G. We must obtain a convergent result whichever order the operations are executed in. On the other hand, achieving convergence does not guarantee intention preservation, as described in [34] .
In collaborative Integrare, Operational Transformation (OT) is adopted to achieve system consistency. OT is an innovative technique for consistency maintenance and group undo in collaborative systems. The basic idea of OT is to transform the parameters of operations according to the effects of previously executed concurrent operations so that the transformed operations can achieve the correct effects and maintain document consistency [34] .
To maintain constraints in collaborative Integrare, Competing Operations Group Set (COGS) is defined [17] , which is a group of concurrent operations that result in a constraint violation. Accordingly, each time a constraint is violated, the effect of the operation with the lowest priority within the COGS will be masked automatically to re-satisfy the constraint. Moreover, an efficient constraint propagation method has also been applied to Integrare [18] .
Requirement Translation Assistant
The previous two sections have introduced the architecture and the collaborative working mode of Integrare. In this and following sections we will introduce the functionality supporting the BT approach. The first step in developing a requirements specification using the BT approach is to translate the natural language requirements. This involves extracting all of the behavioral, structural and compositional information out of the requirements. The Requirements Translation Assistant tool facilitates this task. RTA was originally developed as an independent tool, which has now been integrated into Integrare.
In carrying out translation, we suggest that the requirements for the system can be split up amongst multiple requirements developers. For this approach to work, an individual only needs to have the requirements that have been allocated to him/her. These requirements can be developed in isolation to a certain extent, but tool support is needed to ensure all team members use a common vocabulary when integration occurs.
An individual can take each requirement that they have been given and read them thoroughly, so obtaining a full understanding of the requirement. It is then necessary to move through the natural language requirement and identify components, behavior and behavior types. These individual items can be identified separately, but it is then necessary to link behavior to a component and a behavior type. This provides the information necessary to create a Behavior Tree node. This process results in one or more Behavior Tree nodes for each natural language requirement. Once we have a set of Behavior Tree nodes for a given natural language requirement, we can export them to the main Behavior Tree editing tool, where they can be joined together to form Behavior Trees.
A major goal in the development of this tool was to help preserve the intention of clients during the development of requirements specifications. Often in translating natural language requirements into other requirements models, developers add, remove and change terms. This can make it difficult to ensure intention is preserved. The restrictive translation imposed by rigorous use of the Requirements Translation Assistant helps in the preservation of client intention, and developing a vocabulary that is consistent with that of the client.
Where multiple stakeholders have suggested requirements, there is the chance that they each use a different vocabulary. We are currently extending the Requirements Translation Assistant and Integrare to assist in identification of aliasing issues, based on synonym checking. Figure 6 is a screenshot of the RTA user interface. The left edit box holds the original user requirements. From the requirement specification, users can pick up components, behaviors and tags etc. From this information, they can assemble Behavior Tree nodes. 
BTSL and Simulation
One of the key capabilities for developing a behavioral model of a system is the ability to rapidly validate that the system being designed behaves in the intended manner. As such Integrare includes an interface to a Behavior Tree simulator, BTsim. The user can observe each step the system takes (each step typically corresponds to the "execution" of one node), with the most recently executed node highlighted. The user can also observe the values of the components after each step, and can provide safety properties for the simulator to check.
The simulator, developed independently of Integrare, is written in the logic programming language Mercury [43] , and encodes the rules of an (unpublished) operational semantics for Behavior Trees. The simulator takes as input a Behavior Tree, initial values of the components, and an optional list of safety properties to check. The simulator operates in two main modes: it can generate a random trace (sequence of nodes) of the system, either interactively or automatically; and it can exhaustively generate all traces. In addition, at each step it checks that the properties it was given on initialization still hold.
To interact with the simulator, Integrare first translates the Behavior Tree into the simulator syntax. This syntax is a logic programming term, based on a recursive, tree data structure. The translation process walks down the tree from the root node recursively building up the term. Each node is augmented with its internal node label within Integrare; this provides the mechanism by which BTsim communicates to Integrare which node is executed at each simulation step. Once the translated tree has been sent to BTsim, it immediately executes an atomic step, according to the operational semantics, and returns the identifier of the executed node. On reading this output, Integrare highlights the appropriate node, and displays the new value of the components. If a property has been violated, the simulation halts, and the violated property is shown to the user. The process is repeated until the tree finishes execution, or the user stops the simulation. The user can step through the execution one step at a time, or can set a time interval for steps to be executed (and can mix the two approaches). Figure 7 is a screenshot of the simulator's user interface. The left part shows the translated BT and the right part shows the executing trace feedback from the simulator, which runs as a backend. The different colors of the nodes on the Behavior Tree indicate the current executing trace.
Simulation not only provides a way for the modeler to concretely observe dynamic behavior, but also to quickly check that the model maintains certain properties, for instance, that a component never reaches some erroneous state, or that eventually a component reaches a healthy state. In the future, Integrare will be updated to make use of BTsim's counterexample mode, where it generates all traces of the system, and returns the shortest-length trace where a property was violated (if any). Integrare will then allow the user to step through this trace as with interactive mode. However, the simulator only deals in finite traces, and thus cannot exhaustively check properties on potentially infinite systems (infinite reactive systems are made finite by a user-settable limit on the number of interactions with the environment). Exhaustive analysis is left for the model checking functionality.
From the perspective of usability, there are two ways in which the simulation interaction will be extended. At any step, if the tree includes concurrent behavior then there could be several choices for which node to execute next. Currently this choice is made randomly inside the simulator; however we will extend Integrare and the simulator to allow user-selected execution. In addition, we will allow the user to define debugger-like break-points in the tree: simulation will proceed automatically until the break-pointed node is ready to execute. 
SAL Translation and Model Checking
There is an increasing use of software for safetycritical applications, such as aircraft and medical equipment. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that such software will not pose any safety risks. It is desirable to identify problems in the specification and design stages, since early discovery of safety risks reduces the costs involved in resolving the problems [44] .
Recent approaches for the verification of system designs have involved formal methods, including model checking [45] . Model checking is a process in which the system specification is verified against specified properties, such as safety requirements, stated as temporal logic theorems. The model checker either proves that the theorem holds for the model, or provides a counterexample, which describes the steps which lead to the violation of the property.
However, model checking usually requires expert knowledge of the input language, making it difficult to use for those with limited experience in formal methods. For this reason, a translator was created for automatic translation from Behavior Trees to the input language of a model checker, SAL. This enables a user to model check a system specified using the Behavior Tree notation. This process has been used to perform Failure Mode and Effects Analysis [10] .
SAL [46] is a suite of tools which provide various capabilities for the analysis of concurrent systems, including symbolic and bounded model checking. A set of syntax rules for Behavior Trees have been devised, along with a translation scheme from Behavior Trees to the SAL language corresponding to each rule. Behavior Tree nodes are translated into transitions in the SAL language, with variables representing components and messages. State-realizations are translated into updates to the variables, while BT guards and selections are translated into tests on the state of variables. Program counters provide the flow of control and enable branching and other Behavior Tree concepts, such as thread kill, to be represented. A detailed description of the syntax and translation rules is given in [47] .
These rules form the basis of the translator. The translator first parses the BT according to the syntax rules. This ensures that the BT is syntactically correct and identifies the sequence of applications of the rules which produces the given BT. The translation is then performed by applying the translation rules corresponding to each syntax rule in the sequence. By using this process, it is easy to extend or modify the translation rules, since this will only involve localized changes to the class representing the rule. 
Related Work
Many commercial tools and environments currently exist for modeling in UML (eg, [25] [26] ). Such tools typically focus on the presentation of the models and generating code from them. This is the usual way in which UML is used in software design, i.e., from a UML model (which has been designed based on the modeler's interpretation of the requirements) to code. The Behavior Tree method covers a larger range of the software development process, and hence Integrare, to support the method, contains features not found in UML-based tools. In particular, Behavior Trees aid in the construction of models in a systematic, traceable way from natural language [1] . This is covered in Integrare by the Requirements Translation Assistant. As part of the validation process, models can be dynamically simulated within Integrare as they are developed, giving immediate feedback on how different requirements interact. The Behavior Trees may also be model checked against safety properties of the system. These two features crucial to validation, simulation and model checking, are missing from all commercial environments we surveyed. The other distinguishing feature of Integrare is that it allows multiple users to edit the same BT in real-time.
In the research community, the SOFL method [48] is supported by a range of tools. Integrare combines a similar range of tools into one environment, allowing for quick and easy exchange of information. Integrare is also different in that it uses a single notation, BT, across all facets of software design.
Compared with existing BT environments such as BTE [16] , CoGSE [17] and GSET [19] , Integrare covers more aspects of the development process, has better performance, and can support larger systems. The other environments usually focus on one or a few particular phases of the design process, for example, BTE is generally for model checking and component testing, the CoGSE is used for testing the collaborative working mode, and the GSET is for modeling software change and architecture normalization. None of the previous environments included the RTA or simulation. In addition, powered by a commercial graphics drawing library XD++ [22] , Integrare has a better GUI which is capable of handling visualization of larger BTs.
Conclusions
In this paper we have described a prototype tool that supports the Behavior Tree program development framework. It incorporates several diverse tools, starting from a requirements translation assistant that begins the process of formalizing a natural language specification, through to tools for simulating and model checking designs. They have been unified under a common, easy-to-use graphical interface and, crucially, the interface supports real-time collaboration between multiple users. This increases productivity by allowing concurrent development without the need to separately merge individual work. The unified tool provides a sound base for future research as well as industrial applications.
Integrare was from the outset designed to be easily extensible, to progressively accommodate new functionality as it is developed. In addition to a versioning system, there are two key areas in which Integrare will be extended: support for Composition Trees and source code generation. Composition Trees [12] are used to unify and normalize the vocabulary of a software system from the requirement specification. It works as a supporting platform, on which the Behavior Trees will be more precisely defined. Just as Behavior Trees can be automatically translated to formal specification languages such as SAL and BTSL, it is also possible to translate them into implementation languages such as Java or C++. Some unpublished research has been done on this subject already and the results will be integrated into Integrare in the future.
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